Phineas and Ferb Bookmarks Templates

Phineas head
- cut 2 from skin tone (pale orange or light tan) paper

Ferb hair
- cut 2 from green paper or cardstock

Candace head
- cut 2 from skin tone (pale orange or light tan) paper

Candace hair
- cut 2 from orange paper or cardstock

Perry's bill, feet and tail
- cut 2 from light orange paper or cardstock

Phineas hair
- cut 2 from red paper or cardstock

Candace hair
- cut 2 from orange paper or cardstock

Ferb head
- cut 2 from skin tone (pale orange or light tan) paper

Perry's body
- cut 2 from teal paper or cardstock

Phineas head
- cut 2 from skin tone (pale orange or light tan) paper

Perry's body
- cut 2 from teal paper or cardstock

Candace head
- cut 2 from skin tone (pale orange or light tan) paper

Perry's body
- cut 2 from teal paper or cardstock

Ferb's bill, feet and tail
- cut 2 from light orange paper or cardstock

Candace hair
- cut 2 from orange paper or cardstock

Phineas hair
- cut 2 from red paper or cardstock

Ferb hair
- cut 2 from green paper or cardstock

Candace hair
- cut 2 from orange paper or cardstock

Perry's bill, feet and tail
- cut 2 from light orange paper or cardstock

Phineas hair
- cut 2 from red paper or cardstock

Ferb hair
- cut 2 from green paper or cardstock

Candace hair
- cut 2 from orange paper or cardstock

Perry's tail, feet and bill
- cut 2 from light orange paper or cardstock

Phineas eyes
- cut out and use both sets
- extra sets

Ferb eyes
- cut out and use both sets
- extra sets

Candace eyes
- cut out and use both sets
- extra sets

Phineas eyes
- cut out and use both sets
- extra sets

Ferb eyes
- cut out and use both sets
- extra sets

Candace eyes
- cut out and use both sets
- extra sets
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